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However, the loci they analyzed were all on chromosomes 13
and 15, violating independence assumptions of their statistical
test. Jorde et al. (8) also demonstrated greater African heterozygosity in a sample of 30 tetranucleotide microsatellite
loci, but this difference was not statistically significant.
In contrast, classical markers and nuclear restriction fragment length polymorphisms do not show elevated African
diversity (9, 10). For these loci, Europeans and occasionally
Asians are the most diverse population group, perhaps reflecting ascertainment bias in discovering these systems because
they were polymorphic in Europeans (11). This ascertainment
bias can be large enough to account for excess heterozygosity
in systems in which the average heterozygosity is ,0.35 (12).
Most classical markers and restriction fragment length polymorphisms fall into this category, making ascertainment bias
a possible explanation for the lack of excess African diversity
in these systems.
The published genetic data, while mostly supportive of this
pattern of elevated African genetic diversity at loci with high
mutation rates, are by no means definitive. There is little
statistical support for the pattern. To test further the hypothesis of increased African diversity, we have examined 60
unlinked microsatellite loci in a worldwide sample of humans.
Using methods appropriate for such systems, we demonstrate
a statistically significant elevation of African genetic diversity.

ABSTRACT
We have examined differences in diversity at
60 microsatellite loci among human population samples from
three major continental groups to evaluate the hypothesis of
greater African diversity in this rapidly evolving class of loci.
Application of a statistical test that assumes equal mutation
rates at all loci fails to demonstrate differences in microsatellite diversity, while a randomization test that does not make
this assumption finds that Africans have significantly greater
microsatellite diversity (P < 1028) than do Asians and Europeans. Greater African diversity is most apparent at loci with
smaller overall variance in allele size, suggesting that the
record of population history has been erased at repeat loci
with higher mutation rates. A power analysis shows that only
35–40 microsatellites are needed to establish this difference
statistically, demonstrating the considerable evolutionary information contained in these systems. On average, African
populations have '20% greater microsatellite diversity than
do Asian and European populations. A comparison of continental diversity differences in microsatellites and mtDNA
sequences suggests earlier demographic expansion of the
ancestors of Africans.
Greater genetic diversity in human populations from Africa
has been a cornerstone of the argument for an African origin
of modern humans, since this greater diversity suggests a
greater ‘‘age’’ for African populations. In demographic terms,
the greater age hypothesis has been interpreted in at least two
ways: first, that human populations outside Africa are descendants of emigrants from a large African population (1); and,
second, that all modern humans are derived from expansions
from a restricted founding population and that the expansion
of African ancestors occurred much earlier than those of
populations outside Africa (2, 3).
Many recent empirical studies have demonstrated greater
genetic diversity in African populations than in non-African
populations. Some of the strongest evidence in support of
increased African diversity comes from studies of mtDNA (4),
the CD4 microsatellite and a nearby Alu polymorphism (1),
and D16S309, a minisatellite system (5). However, each of
these systems represents essentially a single locus subject to
large stochastic variation. Relethford and Harpending (6)
report that a multivariate generalization of variance is greater
in craniometric traits from African populations than in populations from Europe and Asia, but the effects of environmental sources of variance were not known. Bowcock et al. (7)
showed that heterozygosity in Africans was significantly
greater in a sample of 30 dinucleotide microsatellite loci.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. The study population consists of 72 Africans, 63
Asians, and 120 Europeans. Further details about these subjects are given in a previous publication (8). In addition to the
subjects included in the earlier study, 20 Finnish and 10 Polish
subjects have been added in the present study. For some
analyses, the three continental populations were divided into
subpopulations. The African subpopulations consist of San,
SothoyTswana, Mbuti Pygmy, Biaka Pygmy, Tsonga, and
Nguni. The Asian subpopulations consist of Malay, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Chinese, and Japanese. The European subpopulations consist of French, Poles, Finns, and Northern
Europeans.
Data. Thirty microsatellite polymorphisms were reported in
an earlier study (8). In the present study, an additional 30
nuclear microsatellite systems have been analyzed. The GenBank database accession numbers for these systems are:
D1S1162, D2S1279, D2S272, D3S2304, D3S2322, D4S1531,
D5S1347, D6S942, D7S618, D12S297, D22S417, D21S1410,
D12S296, D3S1542, D3S1530, D5S1392, D4S1527, D1S404,
D5S612, D8S386, D5S1354, D7S1526, D10S521, D13S252,
D22S528, D2S1268, D4S2295, D2S274, D9S769, D2S1247, and
D13S248 [locus D13S248 replaces locus HRAS1 used in the
earlier study (8)]. The systems were chosen to insure that none
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of them are closely linked, maximizing statistical independence.
Statistical Analysis. Allele frequencies for each microsatellite system were estimated directly by gene counting. Heterozygosity for each of these systems was estimated as 1 2 Sx2i ,
where xi is the estimated frequency of the ith allele in the
system. Standard errors of these estimates were obtained by
using equation 8.7 in Nei (13). Heterozygosity was averaged
across all loci and estimated separately for Africans, Asians,
and Europeans.
Genetic diversity was also estimated using the variance of
the allele size distribution of each microsatellite system. Allele
size variance provides a valid estimate of genetic diversity if
microsatellite systems conform to a stepwise mutation model
(14), which they generally do (15–18). Under this process the
mean number of repeats in a population is indeterminate, but
the variance of the number of repeats is expected to be 2Nm,
where N is the effective population size and m is the mutation
rate per generation. For some microsatellites, there are likely
to be selective or mechanical constraints on allele size not
accounted for by the stepwise mutation model (19). We
calculated the within-population variance Vij for each locus i
and each population j and, from these, the ratio Rij of Vij to the
mean of Vi1, Vi2, and Vi3. The average of Rij across loci, Rj,
measures variance within population j relative to the mean
within-population variance. Finally, we calculated the ratio S
of the largest Rj to the mean of the other two.
To assess the statistical significance of the excess African
diversity, we performed a randomization test (20). In each
iteration of the test, we partitioned the data set into three
random subdivisions, each equal in size to one of the continental populations in the original data, and then we calculated
S as described above. [Programs to do this test were written
independently by two of us (A.R.R. and H.C.H.), in two different languages. The results were the same from each version.]
A power analysis was conducted to determine how many loci
are needed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference in
gene diversity. For each test, 100 subsets of loci from the data
set were extracted randomly by sampling with replacement,
and a permutation procedure was conducted. Thus, 100 onelocus subsets were generated, 100 two-locus subsets, 100
three-locus subsets, and so on. Type I error (the probability of
falsely rejecting the null hypothesis) was fixed at 0.05.
Genetic distances among the 15 populations were estimated
using the method of Shriver et al. (21), which assumes a
stepwise mutation model. The Mantel matrix comparison
technique (22, 23) was used to compare genetic distance
matrices.
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Africans, Asians, and Europeans are 1.04, 0.87, and 0.84
respectively. A test of the differences in the mean log variance
of these populations by one-way ANOVA gives F(2,177) 5
0.56 (P . 0.55). Thus, there is no evidence of population
differences in diversity by this statistical test. A test that should
be weaker gives a slightly stronger result: at the 60 loci, the
largest within-population variances are found in Africans,
Asians, and Europeans in 28, 14, and 18 loci respectively, with
an associated x2 significance level between 0.05 and 0.10.
The second column of Table 1 gives the allele size variance
ratios described in the Materials and Methods section. The
African variance ratio is 21% larger than the average of the
European and Asian ratios. In 100 million randomizations, the
maximum observed ratio was 1.14, far below the observed ratio
of 1.21. Thus, the excess African diversity is highly significant
by this test (P , 1028). There are two reasons why the
randomization test yielded a significant result while the
ANOVA did not. First, randomization tests are often more
powerful than tests based on normal theory (20). Second, the
ANOVA test compared the variances at each locus and
therefore implicitly assumes that all of the microsatellite loci
have the same mutation rate. This is unlikely to be the case.
The randomization test overcomes this problem by comparing
variance ratios, in which mutation rates cancel out.
Indeed, an interesting result emerges if the loci are evaluated
separately. African diversity exceeds that of the other groups
at loci with small size variance, while at loci with large size
variance, there is no apparent pattern. The average size
variance at loci with greatest African diversity is 3.4, but it is
5.4 at loci where diversity is greatest in Asia or Europe.
A power analysis (Fig. 1) shows that type II error (the
probability of falsely accepting the null hypothesis of no
difference in allele size variances among the three populations)
decreases rapidly with increasing numbers of loci. It falls below
5% when 25 loci are used, and it declines to zero when 36 or
more loci are used. This analysis shows that 60 loci are more
than sufficient to test the hypothesis of differences in microsatellite diversity among the three major continental populations.
The information content of these systems was also tested by
comparing the genetic distance matrix generated from the
previously published 30 microsatellites (8) with the 30 loci
added in the present study. These matrices were generated for
the 15 subpopulations described above. The correlation between the two distance matrices was 0.79, and the Mantel
permutation procedure showed that this correlation is highly

RESULTS
The first column of Table 1 gives the average heterozygosity
values for Africans, Asians, and Europeans. The standard
errors provide no indication that the differences between these
groups are significant. However, the standard heterozygosity
measure does not take variation in microsatellite repeat number (allele size) into account. Theory suggests that the logarithm of allele size variance within populations should approach normality (24). The mean logarithmic variances in
Table 1. Estimates of heterozygosity (6SE) and variance ratio in
repeat number for 60 microsatellite polymorphisms
Continental
group
Africans
Asians
Europeans

Heterozygosity

Mean variance
ratio, Rj

0.76 6 0.02
0.70 6 0.02
0.73 6 0.02

1.13
0.92
0.94

FIG. 1. A plot of type II error (the probability of falsely accepting
the null hypothesis of no increase in genetic diversity) as a function of
the number of microsatellite loci. Type I error (the probability of
falsely rejecting the null hypothesis) has been fixed at 0.05.
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significant (P , 1024). This result further supports the consistency and informativeness of the microsatellite systems.
The microsatellite distance matrix (based on 60 polymorphisms) is also highly concordant with a distance matrix based
on 30 restriction fragment length polymorphisms (correlation 5 0.85, P , 1024; ref. 8) and with a matrix based on five
trinucleotide polymorphisms (0.74, P , 1024; ref. 25). However, the correlation between the microsatellite distance matrix and a distance matrix based on 600 bp of mtDNA control
region sequence data (M.B., W.S.W., S.S., B. R. Bhaskara, and
L.B.J., unpublished data) is substantially lower (0.55) but still
statistically significant (P , 0.002). The diminished congruence between nuclear and mtDNA genetic distances is largely
the result of greater between-population mtDNA diversity in
Africa than in Europe and Asia, a pattern that is far less
evident in the nuclear restriction fragment length polymorphisms and microsatellites.
To assess further the pattern of within- and betweencontinent microsatellite diversity, a principal coordinates analysis of the average allele sizes was performed (Fig. 2). This is
the optimal two-dimensional representation of the genetic
differences among the subpopulations. The first two coordinates account for 46% of the variance of the data, largely
capturing the information about subpopulation relationships.
Clustering of subpopulations into continental groups is apparent, even though populations within these three apparently
tight clusters are often geographically distant from one another. The consistent grouping of populations according to
continent has been observed in other studies of microsatellite
polymorphisms (7, 27, 28). Such a pattern would not be
expected if the differences among populations reflected just
isolation by distance in a widely distributed species with gene
exchange among neighboring demes.

DISCUSSION
Although most recent comparisons of genetic variation in
human populations have shown excess African diversity, few,
if any, have demonstrated a statistically significant increase.
The mitochondrial data, as well as the CD4 haplotype data,
have in fact been criticized for their lack of statistical reliability
(29–31). Similar criticisms have been leveled at attempts to
estimate coalescence dates from Y chromosome data (32). The
present study demonstrates that microsatellite data, when
appropriately analyzed, reveal a significant increase in African
diversity. It is reassuring that only a modest number of loci
(,40) are needed to demonstrate this difference. This implies
that microsatellite systems contain a large amount of information about evolutionary history.

FIG. 2. A plot of the first two principal coordinates of the mean
allele sizes of each population, showing the genetic relationships of 15
subpopulations.
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There are some caveats, however. More loci are likely to be
needed to answer questions on a smaller evolutionary scale
(e.g., hypotheses about evolutionary relationships within the
major continental populations). Zhivotovsky and Feldman
(24) have estimated that as many as several hundred microsatellite systems are needed for fine-scale resolution of population relationships.
A second caution is that some microsatellite loci, because of
their high variances, are not likely to be useful for comparisons
of major continental populations. This probably reflects differences in mutation rates, which in turn may be influenced by
specific repeat motifs and by interruptions of the repeat
sequence (19, 33). It is plausible that, at loci with higher
mutation rates, allele sizes have reached some selective or
mechanical range constraint so that the signature of greater
African diversity has been overwritten. At the loci with lower
variance this signature (possibly the result of larger African
effective size in the past) still remains.
The microsatellite systems reveal only a modest (20%)
increase in African diversity relative to Asians and Europeans.
Craniometric data reveal a similar degree of excess African
diversity (6). In contrast, mtDNA data typically show African
populations to be 2–3 times more diverse than others (7, 8).
This may reflect the fact that effective population size is four
times as large for an autosomal as for a mitochondrial locus.
Consequently, the timing of past bottlenecks and expansions
will affect mitochondrial and nuclear diversity quite differently. Specifically, if a population expanded from a small size
N at T generations in the past, then at a mitochondrial locus
the diversity (mean pairwise sequence divergence) is expected
to be proportional to N 1 2T (34). At a nuclear microsatellite
locus the diversity (allele size variance) is expected to be
proportional to 2N 1 T under the stepwise mutation model
(14). For example, suppose that the African population and the
European population were each of size n 5 5,000 before
expansion, and the African population expanded earlier than
did the European population (T 5 3,000 versus 1,000 generations). The ratio of African to European mtDNA diversity
would be substantially greater (1.57) than the ratio of African
to European nuclear diversity (1.18). Thus, if T is similar in
magnitude to N, the ratios of mitochondrial and nuclear
diversity can be very different for populations with different
expansion times.
Another possible explanation involves natural selection.
While the microsatellite systems generally conform well to a
neutral mutationydrift model (15), there is evidence for significant deviations from selective neutrality in human mtDNA
(M.B., W.S.W., S.S., B. R. Bhaskara, and L.B.J., unpublished
data; refs. 26, 35, and 36). A selective sweep of the mitochondrial genome may have occurred in modern humans outside
Africa as they adapted to altered climatic conditions. A
selective sweep, which would reduce diversity throughout the
nonrecombining mitochondrial genome, is roughly equivalent
to reducing the initial population size N for mtDNA, but not
the nuclear microsatellites. Thus, selection could also account
for the observed pattern. More light will be shed on this
hypothesis as data accumulate for genetic systems unlikely to
experience the same selective forces as mtDNA (e.g., Y
chromosome DNA, Alu systems, etc.).
Our findings, while consistent with an African origin of
modern Homo sapiens, offer only qualified support for this
hypothesis. Increased African diversity could be the result of
several different factors, including a larger effective population size in Africa (35, 36). On the other hand, the difference
in diversity ratios between mtDNA and the nuclear markers we
have described is consistent with an earlier demographic
expansion of African ancestors and a much later expansion of
the ancestors of the other continental groups.
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